Abstract: Evolutionary texture synthesis is used in a prototype tool intended to assist a designer or artist by automatically discovering collections of candidate textures to fit a given stylistic description. The textures used here are small colour images created by procedural texture synthesis. This paper describes four examples of stylistic description. Each is defined by a handwritten fitness function that rates how well a given texture meets this style. Genetic programming uses the fitness function to evolve programs written in a texture synthesis language. This system automatically generates a catalogue of variations on the given theme. A designer could then visually scan through these textures to pick out ones that seem aesthetically interesting. Their procedural 'genetic' representation would allow textures to be further adjusted by interactive evolution. The procedural representation also allows re-rendering textures at arbitrary pixel resolutions and provides a way to store them in a highly compressed form allowing lossless reconstruction.
Introduction
Many aspects of visual art and design make use of texture patterns. Textures are a basic component of 2D graphic design (websites or printed material) as well as 3D graphic design (3D animation, movie special effects, and real time 3D games.) In 3D applications, 2D textures are mapped onto 3D surfaces, and put to other uses in shading and texture-based modelling.
Sometimes these textures are photographic: landscapes or clouds for backgrounds, closeup photography for sand, woodgrain or cloth textures. Other times the required texture is more generic, meant simply to provide the natural variations seen on any real surface. These may be specified in terms of brightness, colour and pattern. This paper describes a prototype tool for generating textures to match a certain specification. Large collections of such textures can be made automatically then presented to the artist or designer to be considered as candidates for the intended purpose.
In these experiments, four different 'styles' were used. The fitness function that defines each style was written by hand in C++. Finding a way an artist could create these specifications for themselves is a key topic for future work.
Related work
Interactive evolution of images was first demonstrated in software that accompanied Dawkins' (1986) Blind Watchmaker. Sims (1991) expanded the idea and applied it to procedural synthesis of colour textures. Since then quite a bit of work has appeared, notably including Electric Sheep, an animated and crowd-sourced version by Draves (2006) . Stanley (2007) described texture synthesis using evolved neural nets.
Less well studied is 'non-interactive' evolution of images in a traditional evolutionary computation (run without a human in the loop, using a procedural fitness function). Visual art is easily evaluated by the human visual system in interactive evolution. In non-interactive evolution, the complex tasks of visual understanding and evaluation must be encoded into software. Pending advances in computer vision and computational models of aesthetics, the evolution of visual art an unsolved if not ill-posed problem. Nonetheless attempts have been made to explore this topic, as surveyed in den Heijer (2010a Heijer ( , 2010b . DiPaola and Gabora (2009) attempt to model human creativity. See also a thorough critique of the field in Galanter (2010) .
A more tractable related problem is to evolve a synthetic image to minimise its difference from a given target image. Small differences sometimes provide visually interesting 'stylistic' variations on the target image. Examples of this approach are seen in Gentropy (Wiens and Ross, 2002) , and in Alsing (2008) . Hertzmann (2001) used a similar approach based on relaxation.
The approach taken in this work is even more tractable: posing a relatively 'easy' problem for evolution to solve, collecting batches of solutions, then using human visual judgement to cull interesting results from the others. An as yet untested issue is whether this relatively simple evolutionary computation will actually provide worthwhile help to a working designer.
In most previous work, evolved textures were represented by programs that compute an individual pixel's colour, given its coordinates. This work uses a slightly different approach to evolutionary texture synthesis. The GP function set used here is based on passing objects that represent entire images (Reynolds, 2010) . This approach to goal oriented texture synthesis has previously been used to model the evolution of camouflage in nature (Reynolds, 2011) .
Implementation
The evolutionary procedural texture synthesis used in this work is based on three components: an engine for running genetic programming, a GP function set drawn from a library of texture generators and operators (Reynolds, 2010) and a fitness function. The GP engine is provided by Open BEAGLE (Gagné, 2006) an excellent general purpose toolkit for evolutionary computation.
The GP function set includes about 50 functions from the texture synthesis library (Reynolds, 2010) . These functions return an object of type Texture and may also take textures as input. The grammar also includes types for 2d Cartesian vectors, RGB colours and five numeric types differentiated by range (for example, fractions on [0, 1], small signed values, etc.). Open BEAGLE's built in support for Montana's (1995) strongly-typed genetic programming accommodates this mixture of types. The GP population is 100, divided into 5 demes of 20 individuals each. Several of Open BEAGLE's genetic operators are used, but primarily evolution is based on GP crossover and 'jiggle' mutation of ranged floating point constants. The termination condition for these runs is when an individual reached 95% fitness, or failing that it will stop when it reaches 50 generations (5,000 fitness tests). Textures shown here are rendered at 300 × 300 pixels, fitness evaluation was done at 100 × 100 resolution. See Figure 9 for an example of evolved source code for a texture.
Fitness function for a graphical style
At the centre of this work are handwritten fitness functions used to score a texture on how well it embodies an abstract style. The fitness function needs to take a procedural texture object and returns a numerical fitness on the range [0, 1]. The evolutionary computation seeks to maximise this value, so 1 is perfect fitness.
The approach taken here is to establish for each style several independent criteria, based on various properties of the image. These can be based on properties of individual pixels (for criteria like brightness) or on larger neighbourhoods (for criteria like spatial frequency). In these experiments there were several independent criteria in each fitness function, suggesting that this would require a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. There are well established MOEA techniques, some of which are provided with Open BEAGLE.
Instead this work used a simple transformation from multi-objective to single objective. If each independent criteria is scored from 0 to 1 (1 being best) the scores can simply be multiplied together to form a product of fractions. Unlike Pareto optimisation, this does not explicitly provide independent motion on fitness hyperplanes. It does have useful properties: it is very simple and lightweight, a change in any single score adjusts the final fitness in the same direction, and any low score acts as a fitness 'veto' on other high scores. This simplified approach to multi-objective fitness seemed to work well enough for these experiments (conversely, based on a small test: combining scores by averaging seems to result in slower and less effective evolution, possibly because there was no veto effect)
'A textured grey image with a small amount of colour accent' (GWAC)
For this style, the fitness function looks for a mostly grey image with a certain small amount of saturated colour, it prefers brightness fluctuations, and it slightly prefers midrange images ('GWAC' stands for 'grey with accent colour'). It samples the texture and counts grey pixels (saturation below a given threshold: 0.2) and coloured pixels (above a second saturation threshold: 0.6). It also measures how close each pixel's brightness is to middle grey, accumulates the bounding box in RGB space of all coloured pixels, and a measure of variability over small random neighbourhoods. From these statistics five fitness criteria are computed: 1 fraction of good pixels (below grey threshold or above colour threshold) 2 how close ratio of colour/good is to given target value (0.05) 3 average score over all pixels for 'midrangeness' 4 fraction of variability samples above a given contrast threshold ( shown here were near the lower limit for acceptable rates of variation.
'Harmonious colour scheme'
Here the goal is to find textures composed primarily of three hues which form a harmonious colour triplet as often described in classic colour theory. Complementary colours are antipodes, 180° apart on the hue circle. A harmonious colour triplet is one of those colours and two others, adjacent to the complement but offset to either side (for example at 180°±30 so at 150° and 210°). See examples of these textures in This fitness function is based entirely on the hue of individual pixels. Fitness ignores the pixels' brightness, saturation and spatial arrangement. So these traits are subject to genetic drift. For example, most of the colours are saturated but not all. The spatial patterns of these textures are ignored by the fitness function so can be seen as 'hitchhiking' traits that happen to co-occur with high fitness hue distributions.
'High frequency top, low frequency bottom' (HFTLFB)
In contrast to the previous example, this graphical style is defined by the distribution of spatial frequencies across a texture. It defines a class of images with high frequency brightness variation at the top of the image and low frequency variation at the bottom of the image. Brightness variation is measured across small neighbourhoods of pixels at random locations in the area of interest. This style has three criteria:
1 high frequency in top 1/4 of image 2 low frequency in bottom 1/4 of image 3 prefer some variation at bottom.
Examples of this texture style are shown in Figure 8 . Frequencies at the centre of the texture are ignored, as are hue and saturation. In the previous style (described in Section 4.2) the spatial pattern was a 'hitchhiking' gene, here it is colour. Any colour in these textures exist because they arose in connection with high fitness spatial patterns that were then preserved during evolution. 
'Colourful, uniform brightness histogram, with high frequencies'
This style was originally implemented in order to test the underlying system for goal oriented texture synthesis used in this work and in an application to camouflage (Reynolds, 2011) . It was intended as a simple criteria for evolving visually interesting images, see Figure 10 . Most well-exposed colour photographs would score well on this criteria. The development of this graphical style, with sample images made during the process, are described in Reynolds (2010) . This style had three criteria:
1 colourful (average pixel saturation above a threshold) 2 flat brightness histogram (measure of equal pixel counts in 10-step histogram)
3 high frequency variation of brightness. 
Results
It proved relatively easy to find textures that met the fitness threshold of 0.95 (95%) within 50 generations. Most runs did so in 10-30 generations. In the envisioned application of this technique, evolving an acceptable texture is only the beginning of the process. After many such textures are found, a human observer inspects them and picks out a few that seem especially relevant to the intended use (see more information at http://www.red3d.com/cwr/gots/). Each run of the evolutionary computation produces one texture. This process generally took between one and five minutes to complete (on a MacBook Pro, 2.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo). Some runs took only took a few seconds, some took more than ten minutes. Occasionally some runs took longer due to very expensive evolved programs (with many calls to convolution-based operators) and perhaps due to some computational inefficiencies in Open BEAGLE's STGP crossover operator.
Many of the results from these experiments were visually similar. Certain themes seemed to reappear frequently. Most common in early GWAP runs (Section 4.1) were textures composed of a grey pattern with its darkest (or brightest) parts replaced with a uniform colour. Sometimes the grey portion was simply one of the monochrome texture generators from the texture synthesis library, leading to uninteresting simplistic solutions to the fitness function. For example, 'the Max trick' was a class of trivial solutions such as: Max (Noise (...), UniformColour (...)) as in Figure 9 . To avoid these, some runs were made with Max and Min removed from the GP function set. While this made the problem harder for evolution to solve (fewer successful runs) it produced some novel kinds of textures, as in Figure 5 . In later runs, these uninteresting solutions were discouraged by adding a fitness metric to reward textures with a larger range of colours (#5 in Section 4.1: maximise the diagonal of the bounding box in RGB space of all nongrey pixel colours).
Many successful runs produced these trivial solutions with a pre-defined grey texture and small irregular splotches of colour. These trivial solutions often corresponded with short runs. If a solution was found in the first ten generations it was often one of these technically simplistic, visually boring textures. Long runs often produced more interesting textures. Runs that ended with less than 95% fitness necessarily completed all 50 generations, and as the fitness score indicates, did not conform to the intended style (e.g., for GWAC, the texture might be too colourful, without enough grey). 
Conclusions and future work
The results of this experiment are encouraging. At a superficial level, on four prototype examples, this technique of evolving textures to meet a high level design goal seems to work well. At least it seems able to easily generate a large range of candidate textures which can then be culled by hand to produce a few novel, unexpected and visually interesting textures. As previously mentioned, many textures generated with this technique had a certain sameness. This is not necessarily a problem, the human eye is quite good at scanning over many similar items while looking for a special one. However the similarity of many results suggests that the random sampling of texture synthesis space is happening in a non-uniform manner. There appear to be several large basins of attraction in this space. Once a search wanders into such a basin it is likely to produce a certain type of result. Finding a way to shrink these basins, or to limit the samples allocated to them, might allow the space of textures to be explored more efficiently. One possible approach would be to let the human user occasionally inspect the evolving population and cull out the overrepresented or uninteresting textures. This kind of negative selection would be similar to the 'human predator' in a hybrid model of camouflage evolution (Reynolds, 2011) . In this work the only goal was to generate visually interesting textures. In a real application an artist would be trying to solve an artistic design problem and that would impose additional constraints on the generated textures, effectively reducing the yield of interesting textures. It remains to be seen if this technique could actually provide useful help to an artist in their design work. Sometimes there are very tight constraints on what textures are appropriate for a certain use. Other times the criteria are very broad ('find any dark fine-grained brownish texture'). At least in the latter case, this technique could be quite helpful. A useful property of procedural texture synthesis is that their source code can serve as a highly compressed representation of the texture. The textures used in this work use floating point pixel coordinates and so can be rendered at any required resolution. Together these mean that a multi-megapixel texture can be stored as a few hundred characters of source code. Source code for textures can also be put into a Sims-like interactive evolution tool (Sims, 1991) to allow artist-guided refinement and variation.
The larger question about the utility of this technique is how fitness functions will be constructed for arbitrary design criteria. In the four cases considered here, it was programmed in C++ over the course of about one day, interspersed with many trial evolution runs. (The need to add the 'maximise RGB bounding box' criteria for GWAP (Section 4.1) was not apparent until after testing.) More experience is needed to evaluate how much effort is required to write fitness functions for other kinds of design criteria. Also of interest is the degree to which these functions have certain regularities and modularities. If so it would allow creating a library of texture evaluation tools to help program these fitness functions. It might also lead to interactive tools allowing artists to construct their own evaluation criteria for texture evolution without requiring programming skills. Ultimately, putting texture synthesis in competition with texture analysis could lead to interesting new coevolutionary systems for the graphic arts.
